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NEW QUESTION: 1
Northern Trail Outfitters wants to use Salesforce as a front
end for creating accounts using the lead-to-opportunity
process.
1. An order is created in Salesforce when the opportunity is
closed and won, but the back-end ERP system is the data master
for order,
2. Customer wants to be able to see within Salesforce all the
stages of order processing like Order Created, Order Shipped,
Order Paid that are within the retention window.
Which two message durability considerations should an
Integration Architect make when designing a solution to meet
these business requirements?
Choose 2 answers
A. High-volume event messages are stored for 72 hours (three
days).
B. When subscribing to Salesforce Event bus, ReplaylD is used
with a value of -2 to be able to see old and new events.
C. High-volume event messages are stored for 24 hours (one
day).
D. When subscribing to Salesforce Event bus, ReplaylD is used
with a value of -1 to be able to see new events.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:

Explanation
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.api_streaming
.meta/api_streaming/using_streaming_api_durab

NEW QUESTION: 2
Um den Satz zu vervollstÃ¤ndigen, wÃ¤hlen Sie die entsprechende
Option im Antwortbereich.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Azure Cosmos DB is an example of a platform as a service (PaaS)
cloud database provider.

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1: No
Here the performance counter is Thread Count, the threshold
value is 800 for a scale-out action. If you use a counter such
as %Processor Time, the threshold value is set to the
percentage of CPU usage that determines a scaling action.
Box 2: created
The direction value determines the action that is taken when
the threshold value is achieved. The possible values are
Increase or Decrease.
References:
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/article
s/virtual-machine-scale-sets/virtual-machine-scale-sets-autosca
le-overview.md

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two are Features of Hadoop's rack topology?
A. Even for small clusters on a single rack, configuring rack
awareness will improve performance.
B. HDFS is rack aware but MapReduce daemons are not
C. Rack location is considered in the HDFS block placement
policy
D. Hadoop gives preference to Intra rack data transfer in order

to conserve bandwidth
E. Configuration of rack awareness is accomplished using a
configuration file. You cannot use a rack topology script.
Answer: A,C
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